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ABSTRACT The air-writing recognition task entails the computer’s ability to directly recognize and interpret
user input generated by finger movements in the air. This form of interaction between humans and computers
is considered natural, cost-effective, and immersive within the domain of human-computer interaction (HCI).
While conventional air-writing recognition has primarily focused on recognizing individual characters, a
recent advancement in 2022 introduced the concept of writing in the air (WiTA) to address continuous air-
writing tasks. In this context, we assert that the Transformer-based approach can offer improved performance
for the WiTA task.
To solve the WiTA task, this study formulated an end-to-end air-writing recognition method called TR-
AWR, which leverages the Transformer model. Our proposed method adopts a holistic approach by utilizing
video frame sequences as input and generating letter sequences as outputs. To enhance the performance
of the WiTA task, our method combines the vision transformer model with the traditional transformer
model, while introducing data augmentation techniques for the first time. Our approach achieves a character
error rate (CER) of 29.86% and a decoding frames per second (D-fps) value of 194.67 fps. Notably, our
method outperforms the baseline models in terms of recognition accuracy while maintaining a certain level
of real-time performance. The contributions of this paper are as follows: Firstly, this study is the first
to incorporate the Transformer method into continuous air-writing recognition research, thereby reducing
overall complexity and attaining improved results. Additionally, we adopt an end-to-end approach that
streamlines the entire recognition process. Lastly, we propose specific data augmentation guidelines tailored
explicitly for the WiTA task. In summary, our study presents a promising direction for effectively addressing
the WiTA task and holds potential for further advancements in this domain.

INDEX TERMS Air writing recognition, Transformer model, Human-computer interaction (HCI)

I. INTRODUCTION

A. AIR WRITING AND ITS APPLICATION

W ITH the rapid development of computers, human-
computer interaction (HCI) technology is constantly

updating and has the trend of transforming traditional human-
computer interaction to natural human-computer interaction.
Traditional human-computer interaction generally refers to
people issuing commands to machines in different ways,
including touch, speech, typing, and more, using devices such
as mice, keyboards, microphones, and touchscreens [1]. After
receiving the information, the machine provides feedback to
the user’s commands, including performing specific actions
or providing appropriate information.

Traditional human-computer interaction technologymainly
relies on hardware devices, which limits the flexibility of
HCI, increases the cost, and requires specialized learning,
it is not a natural way to interact and cannot meet people’s
increasing needs. Natural HCI is more closely integrated
with people’s daily experiences than traditional HCI. In
daily human-to-human communication, people communicate
with other humans through voice, gestures, etc., and gather
information around them through their senses such as sight
and touch. The core of natural human-computer interaction is
to allow people to interact with computers in the same way
that they interact with each other in their daily lives. With the
rapid development of Sensor Systems, various new intelligent
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devices have been developed, such as virtual reality (VR)
headsets and augmented reality (AR) glasses [2]. The rapid
spread of these devices has directly led to a rapid increase
in the demand for natural human-computer interaction to
replace traditional human-computer interaction.

The hand is the most flexible part of the human body
and can convey information more quickly and conveniently
during the interaction process with computers or other intelli-
gent devices. Therefore, hand gesture recognition technology
has gradually become a popular human-computer interaction
method. On the other hand, text is one of the most important
media for modern human communication [3]. Compared with
other forms of information carriers, text can carry a wide va-
riety of information and transmit it accurately and efficiently
to other devices. Air writing is a human-computer interaction
method that combines gesture interaction with text. As a
natural method of human-computer interaction, it holds great
potential.

Air-writing refers to a computer directly recognizing the
actions of a person’s fingers in the air [4]. Compared with
traditional human-computer interaction methods, air-writing
recognition technology allows users to perform six degrees
of freedom of movement and write in the air in a natural,
unconstrained gesture, thereby providing a more intuitive,
convenient, and comfortable HCI method [5]. Unconstrained
movements also represent the ability to carry more informa-
tion, with a learning cost far lower than that of a keyboard,
which can help people such as the disabled, the elderly, and
children to interact with computers more conveniently [6].

As a science-fiction-like interaction method, air-writing
has broad applications in smart homes, education, virtual real-
ity (VR), and other fields. In the future, it could be integrated
into all aspects of human life by facilitating the following
practical scenarios:

(a) In a smart home system, when a user wants to search
for a movie on a smart TV, instead of using a remote control
to enter and select each letter, the user writes the English ab-
breviation of the movie in the air, and the signal is transmitted
to the TV via a camera, completing the typing and search;

(b) In a preschool education scenario, children can learn
different vocabulary through air writing technology, they can
also play the game Write and Guess with the teacher using
air-writing, and the system judges correctness by, combining
education with entertainment;

(c) Air writing recognition can also be used in situations
where direct text input is not convenient, such as when driv-
ing, where it allows the driver to reply to simple messages
in a noisy environment, and in situations where small-screen
electronic devices are used for input (e.g., smart watches), it
allows the user to easily enter text messages. Figure 1 shows
a simple example diagram of Air-writing recognition.

B. WRITING IN THE AIR (WITA) TASK
Depending on the environment, the device, or the method
of data input, Air-writing recognition can occur in various
forms, such as recognizing individual characters as men-

FIGURE 1. An example of Air-writing, the volunteers is writing "Much".

tioned earlier. However, we aim to solve a different type of
task called the writing in the Air (WiTA) task [7], which has
the following features:

(a) Continuous air-writing recognition: Unlike previous
tasks, in the WiTA task, users can write multiple characters
continuously without waiting for the computer to recognize
the previous character. This can greatly increase recognition
efficiency.

(b) Use of visual information:Visual sensors are the most
common type of sensors, and methods based on visual infor-
mation can be cost-effective and easily applied in real-time
situations. Technological developments in computer vision
and deep learning provide even better solutions. For freehand
air-writing recognition, visual-based methods are the current
trend, far outmatching sensor-based methods. Visual sensors
are ubiquitous and can be found on devices such as laptops
and smartphones, making them simple and convenient data
input devices. In practical environments, visual sensors can
be deployed more easily and have the advantages of low cost,
low learning cost, and non-contact measurement. Further-
more, deep learning models based on visual information have
shown excellent results in recent years and can be applied
to many related tasks [8]. Therefore, this study used visual
devices as data input.

(c) Max identification unit is word: In theWiTA task, the
maximum recognition unit is a word or sequence of charac-
ters. The evaluation criteria for theWiTA task differed, allow-
ing for the recognition of more comprehensive information
[9]. This sequence can be meaningful words or meaningless
letter sequences; therefore, for our method, it is not possible
to segment an entire sentence. The minimum format for the
input and output was a letter sequence.

It is worth mentioning that in this task, we did not extend
the method to real-time air-writing recognition, but ensured
a certain level of real-time performance by calculating the
decoding frames per second (D-fps). This reflects the speed
of the algorithm to a certain extent.
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C. RESEARCH CHALLENGES OF CONTINUOUS AIR
WRITING RECOGNITION
In previous methods for solving air-writing recognition prob-
lems, the unit of recognition was the individual characters. In
contrast to the recognition of individual characters, continu-
ous air-writing recognition has other unique characteristics,
that pose significant challenges in the process of solving air-
writing recognition problems. These challenges include the
following.

(a) Poor data readability. For non-visual data, the sensor
collects acceleration signals, angular velocity signals, or other
non-textual signals, which are not spatial trajectories. It is
difficult to distinguish the specific content of handwriting
with the naked eye. Fig.2 shows a handwritten trajectory
diagram, which makes it difficult to distinguish the original
written content. This causes difficulties in data cleaning, sam-
ple segmentation, sample labeling, and other post-processing
operations. For visual devices, if non-trajectory data such as
spatial coordinates are obtained, this problem will also exist.

There are two main reasons for such issues in air-writing
recognition.

First, information about the lifting and landing of the pen
was missing. For sensors based on non-visual information,
characters on the signal waveform are indistinguishable, and
the connecting strokes are merged with the characters, mak-
ing it difficult to perform character-level segmentation on
continuous handwritten strings in the post-processing stage.
In trajectory recognition methods, the connecting parts be-
tween letters can also affect the recognition results, making it
sometimes difficult to distinguish whether a certain trajectory
is part of a letter or a connecting stroke.

Secondly, there is interference from similar strokes. Some
characters with similar strokes are prone to misidentification,
such as "a" and "d", "i" and "l". For non-visual information,
the difference in acceleration or angular velocity signals be-
tween writing different letters may not be significant. For tra-
jectory recognition, the trajectories between different letters
can also be easily confused, posing a challenge for air-writing
recognition.

FIGURE 2. The Air-writing track sometimes is hard to recognize (newly
created using the figure in [9] as material).

(b) Differences in user habits. Different people always
have different writing habits, including stroke order, the range
of hand movements, the strength and speed of writing, etc.
[10]. These differences are ultimately reflected in the dif-
ferences in amplitude, frequency, and trend of the sensor
signal waveform or different letter-writing methods, which
still exist in samples of the same category, bringing certain

challenges to model recognition. Fig.3 shows the different
ways of writing the letters E, F, X, and N.

FIGURE 3. Different people have different habits for writing the same
letters (newly created using the figure in [5] as material).

(c) Overlapping of handwriting space. In daily life,
when people write on paper, they refer to what they have
written before to arrange letters in spatial order [11]. How-
ever, the characteristic of air writing is that people cannot
know the previous writing content. Therefore, for trajectory
recognition-based methods, once there are many characters
to be detected, the pattern of each character will stack up,
affecting the pattern recognition result. Figure 4 shows the
stacking of strokes that occurs with continuous writing.

FIGURE 4. Stroke stacking occurs during continuous writing (newly
created using the figure in [5] as material).

D. PAPER CONTRIBUTIONS
This article proposes an end-to-end air writing recognition
method based on transformer models (TR-AWR), which has
the following contributions:
(a) We introduce an end-to-end framework that directly

takes video frame sequences as input and delivers character
sequences as output, significantly reducing the complexity of
the problem and avoiding information loss caused by inter-
mediate processing steps. By training on a large benchmark
dataset, we can mitigate some traditional problems of air
writing to some extent.
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(b) To solve the WiTA task, we employed the transformer
model for the first time, which demonstrates significant con-
tributions in other sequence-to-sequence studies. The experi-
mental results exhibit, the proposed method outperforms the
baseline models in the WiTA task.

(c) We propose data augmentation principles to prevent
incorrect methods from affecting the final results. By using
appropriate data augmentation methods, we aim to reduce the
impact of irrelevant features on the results and increase the
size of the dataset, which allows us to improve the accuracy
of the method further.

E. PAPER OUTLINE
This study has five main parts. Section I introduces the back-
ground of the problem, past solutions, technical difficulties,
and contributions. Section II introduces the proposed method,
baseline model, and contributions. Section III describes the
implementation of the TR-AWR method. Section IV intro-
duces the dataset used in the study and the specific steps of the
experiments, and analyzes the experimental results. Section
V presents the conclusions and discusses the possibility of
further deepening this study.

II. RELATED WORK
A. AIR-WRITING RECOGNITION BASED ON NON-VISUAL
SENSORS
Non-visual-based air-writing recognition mainly refers to the
use of wearable devices to obtain motion information from
user actions, such as inertia (2021) [12], acceleration (2011)
[13], electromyography (EMG) signals (2023) [14], andWiFi
signals (2020) [15]. C. Amma et al. developed an air-writing
recognition system based on wearable gloves and inertial
sensors [16], which used the signal from the inertial sensor
as the input and used Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) to
classify 26 English letters, achieving a recognition rate of
81.9%, C. Duffner et al. further integrated this method into
smartphones(2014) [17], making it convenient for signature
recognition and handwriting authentication.

A. Akl et al. proposed a motion sensor-based system, using
sensors worn on the fingertips to record information such as
velocity and acceleration to recognize hand gestures (2011)
[18]. Y. Fang et al. proposed a WiFi signal-based method,
using WiFi signal disturbances caused by hand movements
for gesture recognition (2020) [15]. A. Tripathi et al. proposed
a wearable data glove that can capture Surface Electromyog-
raphy signals (MSE) from the user’s body to achieve a series
of human-computer interaction functions [14], including air-
writing recognition. These comprehensive and diverse meth-
ods of air-writing recognition utilize analyzable data gener-
ated by human movement from multiple perspectives.

B. AIR-WRITING RECOGNITION BASED ON VISUAL
SENSORS
With the development of computer vision technology, meth-
ods for air-writing recognition based on visual devices have

gradually become more diverse and mature [19]. These meth-
ods primarily use visual devices to capture user-related in-
formation. The most common approach in this category is to
obtain a user’s hand or pen movement trajectory. The earliest
attempt in this field was made in 1995 by S. Nabeshima
et al., who proposed the MEMO-PEN system (1995) [20],
which is a device equipped with a camera, pressure sensor,
and microcomputer. The camera can capture each frame of
the written image, and a pressure sensor is used to determine
whether the pen is lifted. The trajectory of the pen tip is
obtained via image processing. N. Xu et al. (2015) proposed
a novel 3D interaction method that can recognize airborne
handwritten Chinese characters using Leap Motion to accu-
rately capture fingertip motion trajectories [21], achieving a
single-character recognition rate of 90.6%.
For air-writing English word recognition, J. Gan et al. built

an air-writing recognition system based on attention models,
providing sufficient samples for training robust classifiers.
They proposed a novel and effective neural network archi-
tecture based on an attention mechanism to recognize words
(2017) [22], ultimately achieving a recognition accuracy of
97.74%. S. Mohammadi et al. implemented a real-time air-
borne system based on Kinect, using K-means clustering to
detect fingertips and eliminate depth image noise (2019) [23].
They proposed a slope-change detection method to describe
character features. C. Lee et al. proposed a visual fingertip
handwriting recognition system, that uses motion and skin
color detection to complete gesture segmentation. They then
detect fingertips based on finger contour features and pro-
posed an improved deep neural network to recognize hand-
written characters (2010) [24]. In addition to trajectory recog-
nition, M. S. Alam et al. used a depth camera to recognize
air-writing by tracking the three-dimensional data changes of
fingertip positions in space (2020) [25], A. Rahman et al.
proposed a bone recognition-based method that uses hand
key points and joint angles as input data and an RNN-LSTM
structure to recognize handwritten characters (2021) [26].
Currently, air-writing recognition based on visual devices

is a popular research topic that is closely integrated with the
development of computer vision technology and has achieved
increasingly better results.

C. PREVIOUS WORK ON CONTINUOUS AIR-WRITING
RECOGNITION
As explained earlier, the WiTA task is a newly proposed
problem in 2022. The only previous work on this problem
was the baseline model presented in our article.
In 2022, a team of Korean researchers proposed an un-

constrained air-writing recognition method using Spatio-
Temporal Convolution as a baseline for this study [9]. This
paper presents an end-to-end approach that directly inputs
video frame data to output a sequence of letters. The au-
thors designed a Spatio-Temporal Convolution deep learning
network and proposed a judgment criterion based on the
Character Error Rate (CER) to adapt to the serialized output,
covering both English and Korean Air-writing recognition.
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For English Air-writing recognition, the authors proposed
three models: mixed 3D-2D reversed MC (ST-rMC), residual
3D convolutions (ST-R3D), and 2D convolutions followed
by 1D convolutions (ST-R(2+1)D). The baseline model is
the first to adopt an end-to-end approach to solve the Air-
writing recognition problem and propose an evaluation cri-
terion based on Character Error Rate (CER). However, the
results of the three proposed models showed that the lowest
CER data were still over 30%, indicating that there is signifi-
cant room for improvement in accuracy. Therefore, this study
aims to inherit the end-to-end approach and use different
deep-learning methods to achieve better results.

III. PROPOSED METHOD
We propose a Transformer-based End-to-End air writing
recognition method (TR-AWR), which is a concise method
consisting of two main parts. The first part is data augmenta-
tion, and the second part is a deep learning network based on
the transformer. It directly takes the video frame sequence as
input and the character sequence as the output and calculates
the CER value between the output and true sequences. Fig.
5 Shows the overall structure of the TR-AWR method, In
the TR-AWR solution, the training part contains three main
components, (1) data augmentation, which we only use in
the training set, (2) Transformer-based deep learning model,
and (3) is the calculation of Connectionist Temporal Classifi-
cation (CTC) Loss. In the testing part, we used the trained
transformer-based deep learning model to translate words
written in the air.

A. DATA AUGMENTATION
Data Augmentation is the process of generating more repre-
sentations from original data without substantially increasing
the amount of data. The goal is to improve both the quantity
and quality of the original data in order [27], to approximate
the value of havingmore data. It is important to note that some
general principles should be followed when using data aug-
mentation because incorrect methods can negatively impact
the final results. First, data augmentation should not generate
incorrect data, such as by changing the labels of the original
data or altering too many elements in the data. Second, the
data should not focus on irrelevant features [28].

Based on the characteristics of air writing recognition, we
propose the following principles for data augmentation for
this task:

(a) Retaining important parts: The information is mainly
carried by hand movements in the frame sequence of air-
writing videos. This can be divided into two parts: the hand
movements in a specific image, and the overall movement
direction of the hand in a sequence of images. Regardless
of the data augmentation method used, both parts of the
information must be preserved.

(b) Using sequence as the basic unit: Because the min-
imum data unit in this study is a sequence of video frames,
data augmentation should be performed using sequences as
the basic unit. The same data augmentation method should

be applied to each image within a sequence, whereas dif-
ferent data augmentation methods should be used randomly
between different image sequences. This is done to ensure
that the machine learning model focuses on hand movements
within a single video frame sequence, rather than identifying
different data augmentation methods as features.
Given the two principles of data augmentation mentioned

above, the data augmentation methods chosen in this study
differ from the traditional approaches. First, mirror augmen-
tation was not used because the direction of hand movement
carries a crucial meaning in air writing videos. Mirroring
all video frames alters the hand trajectory between different
frames, effectively changing the actual air writing content.
If the ground truth remains the same, incorrect data will
be introduced, thus affecting recognition accuracy. Similarly,
methods such as frame sampling, random frame flipping,
time warping, and interpolation were not utilized [29]. An-
other commonly used data augmentation method for videos
is data mixing. However, because it is difficult to visually
determine the font of the air writing, it is impossible to define
the textual content written before and after a certain frame.
Consequently, data augmentation through label mixing based
on the video content cannot be achieved.
Next, we introduce the selected data augmentationmethods

in this experiment and describe how these methods reduce the
influence of irrelevant features on recognition:
(a) Rotation: The images were appropriately rotated to

simulate the different postures commonly used by individuals
during air writing. Notably, in general, in air-writing practice
applications, people interact with computers while sitting or
standing, maintaining a vertical relationship with the ground.
Therefore, we limited the angle range of rotation to ensure
data plausibility. This data augmentation method enhances
the recognition accuracy of the algorithm for air writing
content with different arm angles and postures, reducing the
impact of irrelevant features and improving the robustness of
the model.
(b) Shift: A portion of the image was cropped and shifted,

and the remaining parts were reassembled to maintain the size
of the image. It is worth noting that because the individuals
in the source data are generally positioned in the middle of
the image, the range of cropping can be limited to preserve
the integrity of the hand. Through this data augmentation
method, the algorithm can better recognize the content written
by volunteers in different positions within the frame, directing
its attention to hand movements and reducing the influence of
irrelevant features.
(c) HSV color change: The HSV color model is a color

space created based on the intuitive characteristics of colors,
and is also known as the hexagonal cone model [30]. The
parameters in this model are the hue (H), saturation (S),
and value (V). The HSV color space is more accurate for
perceiving colors than the traditional RGB color space. The
form of the image was altered by randomly changing these
three parameters. Through this data augmentation method,
the attention of the algorithm can be focused more on the
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FIGURE 5. Overall structure of TR-AWR method, which includes (a) train part and (b) test part. The train part(a) includes (1) Data augmentation, (2)
Transformer-based deep learning model, and (3) CTC loss function. As for the test part(b), it only involves the trained Transformer-based deep learning
model.

hand’s movement, reducing the impact of different colors and
lighting conditions on the results [31].

(d) Blur: Image blurring is a common data augmenta-
tion method. Proper blurring can effectively disregard high-
frequency patterns and simulate the effects of different cam-
eras in real environments, thereby enhancing the robustness
of the model.

(e) Noise: Gaussian noise refers to a type of noise whose
probability density function follows a Gaussian distribu-
tion (i.e., normal distribution). By adding Gaussian noise to
the image, deep neural networks can ignore certain high-
frequency patterns that are not useful [32].

Data augmentation methods used in this study can be di-
vided into two categories. First, all data will be randomly
mirrored or shifted, with each sequence receiving exactly the
same processing, and the ratio of the processed data to the
original data is 1:1. Second, all the data will be randomly
added with blur, noise, or HSV color changes, and each
sequence of images will receive the same processing, with the
ratio of the processed data to the original data being 1:1:1. In
total, the data augmentation process results in three times the
amount of data.

In conclusion, we believe that the aforementioned methods
can help increase the dataset while preserving essential parts
of the images, thereby enhancing the robustness of the model.
These methods were carefully selected, following the two

principles of data augmentation for this task, to ensure that
data augmentation did not have negative effects on the exper-
iment. Figure 6 shows five methods of data augmentation.

FIGURE 6. Five data augmentation methods (The images are taken from
WiTA dataset [9]).

B. TRANSFORMER-BASED DEEP LEARNING MODEL
This study utilizes a neural network model based on trans-
former architecture, consisting of an image transformer for
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extracting visual features and a traditional text transformer for
language modeling. The structure of the article is based on a
basic transformer encoder-decoder structure. The encoder is
designed to extract visual features from image patches, and
the decoder generates character sequences based on the visual
features and previous predictions. The deep learning model
mainly includes three steps: Figure 7 shows the specific
structure of the transformer-based deep learning model in this
study.

1) Resize
The WiTA task is a task that converts image sequences
to character sequences. For the encoder part of the model,
we referred to the ViT model’s solution [33]. Because the
transformer encoder cannot process image data, we input the
entire image sequence and applied a fixed size to each image.
Finally, the image is converted into a vector for input. The
dimensions of the vector are related to the size of the image
data, and data that is too large can cause calculation diffi-
culties. Thus, the image must be resized. In this experiment,
we used the bilinear method to resize a 224×224 image in a
sequence into a 56×56 image and finally output a 56×56×N
video frame sequence, where N is the number of images in
the sequence [34].

2) Data Vectorization and Positional Embedding
In addition to word embedding, the transformer also needs to
use positional embedding to represent the position of words
in a sentence. Because the Transformer does not adopt the
structure of the RNN and uses global information, it cannot
utilize word order information, which is essential for NLP.
Therefore, the Transformer uses positional embedding to save
the relative or absolute positions of the words in the sequence.
Prior to this process, the data must be vectorized.

Any image can be represented as a 56×56×3 vector be-
cause each image contains three channels. For a sequence, it
can be represented as 56×56×3N, and the flattening process
flattens the image length and height. Finally, for each image,
we obtained a 3136×3N vector.

For the traditional ViT model, large images were cut into
different patches. The position of each patch in the original
image will be used for positional encoding. In this study, we
directly use the Visual Transformer’s positional embedding
[33]. However, we did not choose to cut the image but directly
used the position of each image in the sequence for positional
encoding, and the specific algorithm for positional encoding
is consistent with ViT. Because its dimensionality is the same
as that of patch embedding, the final vector length does not
change.

3) Transformer Encoder and Decoder
In this study, we used an original transformer decoder [35].
The standard Transformer decoder also has a set of similar
layers, with a structure similar to the layers in the encoder,
except that the decoder inserts "encoder-decoder attention"
between the multi-head self-attention and the feedforward

network to allocate different attention to the encoder’s output.
In the encoder-decoder attention module, three input matrices
are accepted: query (Q), key (K), and value (V) [35]. The
key (K) and value (V) are derived from the encoder output,
whereas the query is derived from the decoder input. These
matrices are different representations embedded in the input
through the dense or linear layers. Attention scores are evalu-
ated by the dot product of the encoder-decoder hidden states
(in the encoder-decoder attention mechanism), as shown in
equation1 [35].

Attention(Q,K ,V ) = softmax

(
QK T

√
dk

)
V (1)

In addition, the decoder uses attention masks in self-
attention to prevent access to more information during train-
ing than during inference. Given that the decoder’s output is
shifted right by one position from the input, the attentionmask
ensures that the output at position i can only attend to the input
up to position i in the output. We stacked three encoder layers
sequentially, followed by three decoder layers. The earliest
version of the transformer model used six encoder and six
decoder layers. Owing to the limited training set in this study,
too many layers may cause overfitting. Therefore, the depth
of the deep learning model is reduced [36]. Finally, during the
testing process, we use a linear layer with softmax activation
to output the character sequence. For the training process, we
need the softmax matrix to calculate the CTC loss. Figure.8
shows the specific structure of the Transformer encoder and
decoder parts in this study.

C. FEATURES OF PROPOSED METHOD
In this study, we propose a robust and concise end-to-end
method for air-writing recognition. To overcome the difficul-
ties of traditional air writing recognition and achieve a better
CER than the baseline model, our TR-AWR method has two
important features. The first is that our approach is based on
adopting end-to-end thought, and the other important feature
is that we use transformer models for recognition.

1) End-to-End method
Traditional machine learning models are often composed of
multiple independent modules, and visual-based methods for
freehand air writing recognition also adopt this approach.
After obtaining visual information, many methods have been
used to process this information. For example, trajectory
images are obtained by tracking, and these images are used
as input data to convert freehand air writing recognition into
a handwriting recognition problem. Alternatively, hand key-
point coordinates and joint angles were extracted, or fingertip
coordinates were obtained using a depth sensor, and these
numbers or vectors were used as data input for air-writing
recognition. Table 1 describes the intermediate steps of some
methods.
One common feature of thesemethods lies in their adoption

of certain steps, such as hand keypoint recognition or fingertip
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FIGURE 7. Specific structure of Transformer-based deep learning model in this study, which contains three main parts, a block: (Resize), b block: (Data
Vectorization and Positional Embedding), c block: (Transformer Encoder and Decoder).

FIGURE 8. Specific structure of the Transformer encoder and decoder
parts (newly created inspired from the figure in [35]). This method uses a
three-layer Encoder and three-layer Decoder structure.

tracking, which, however, leads to an increased chance of
error in themselves, and increases the complexity of data
collection and processing [37]. The difficulties mentioned in
the previous section I-c also affect the recognition results.

Given these problems, we believe that an end-to-end ap-
proach should be used to solve the problem of air writing
recognition. That is, the video sequence is taken as the input,
the letter sequence or number sequence carried by the video is
taken as the output, and the many difficulties mentioned in the
previous section I-c are overcome by increasing the original
data and reasonable data augmentation methods. Compared
with non-end-to-end methods, this approach can avoid errors
or mistakes caused by intermediate steps [38], complete re-
tention of feature information in the image, and reduce the
complexity of data collection and processing by including
more different features.

TABLE 1. Intermediate steps for traditional air-wiring recognition
methods

Methods Intermediate steps Recognition steps
Fingertip
tracking
recognition
[23]

Use fingertip-tracking algo-
rithms to obtain trajectory
graphs

Using a handwritten digit
dataset (MNIST) as a training
set to identify the content of
the trajectory graph

Depth-
Camera
[25]

Collects fingertip
coordinates (XYZ) via
depth sensors

air-writing recognition based
on coordinate data using CNN
networks

Hand
Skeleton
Recognition
[26]

Obtaining hand key point
coordinates and joint angles
using a deep learning frame-
work

Air writing recognition using
the RNN-LSTM model based
on hand key points and joint
angles

2) Transformer model

Based on the baseline model, we further analyzed the air
writing recognition task from the end-to-end perspective. This
is a sequence-to-sequence task that, inputs a video frame
sequence and outputs a character sequence. The Transformer
model is an excellent solution to this type kind of problem. In
recent years, the transformer model has been widely applied
in computer vision tasks and has shown excellent results,
such as in Optical Character Recognition (OCR) task [39].
Apart from OCR tasks, transformer models have also shown
excellent results in video understanding tasks [40].
Although convolution-based methods have long held a

dominant position, they also have limitations. In comparison
to the model described in the baseline, we believe that the
transformermodel possesses several characteristics that allow
for better recognition results in WiTA tasks. We believe that
the following four reasons explain the transformer model’s
ability to achieve better results in the WiTA task.
(a) Self-attention mechanism: The Transformer model is

based on a self-attention mechanism, that effectively captures
long-range dependencies in input sequences. In air-writing
recognition tasks, the input sequences often contain longer
writing segments [41]. The self-attention mechanism excels
in capturing the correlated informationwithin these segments,
whereas the limited receptive field of smaller convolutional
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operators constrains their ability to model long-range depen-
dencies [42]. The self-attention mechanism in the transformer
expands the receptive field, thereby enhancing video recogni-
tion performance.

(b) Parallel computing capability: The self-attention
mechanism in the transformer enables direct interaction be-
tween representations at each input position and all other
positions, thereby facilitating highly parallelized computation
[43]. Traditional recurrent neural network (RNN) models
may encounter computational efficiency limitations when
handling lengthy sequences in air-writing. The parallel com-
puting capability of the Transformer model makes it more
suitable for processing long sequence data.

(c) Multi-head attention mechanism: The Transformer
model incorporates a multi-head attention mechanism, allow-
ing simultaneous focus on different feature subspaces at dis-
tinct positions. This empowers the model to capture various
types of information within the input sequences [44]. In air-
writing recognition tasks, input sequences may encompass
diverse stroke information and shape features. By leveraging
the multi-head attention mechanism, the transformer model
can effectively utilize this range of information for feature
extraction and representation learning.

(d) Encoder-decoder architecture: The Transformer
model adopts an encoder-decoder structure, which has
demonstrated outstanding performance in sequence-to-
sequence tasks. In Air Writing recognition tasks, the encoder
maps input sequences to high-dimensional representations,
while the decoder generates corresponding recognition re-
sults based on these representations [45]. This encoder-
decoder architecture enhances the model’s generalization
ability and recognition accuracy.

In conclusion, the transformermodel’s self-attentionmech-
anism, parallel computing capability, multi-head attention
mechanism, and encoder-decoder architecture contribute to
its strong performance in AirWriting recognition tasks. Thus,
this study applies the transformer model to air-writing recog-
nition. Notably, the transformer model relies on a substantial
amount of data. Consequently, this study proposes data aug-
mentation criteria specifically tailored to air-writing recogni-
tion tasks and significantly increases the dataset using data
augmentation methods.

D. CONNECTIONIST TEMPORAL CLASSIFICATION (CTC)
LOSS FUNCTION
In this task, the input data is a sequence of images, and the
output data is a string sequence. The smallest recognition unit
is a word. Therefore, the air-writing recognition task in this
study faced the same problem as traditional Optical Character
Recognition (OCR) and machine translation tasks. It is dif-
ficult to align the input and output texts at the word level,
and it is challenging to align them during pre-processing.
However, if the model is trained without alignment, it will
be difficult to converge owing to differences in character
distances. Therefore, this study uses Connectionist Temporal
Classification (CTC) [46] as the loss function.

First, we encode the text into a sequence of separate letters.
We use the special character ’∼’ to distinguish two identical
characters that appear continuously in English words. For
example, the “apple” becomes (a, p,∼, p, l, e), and "success"
becomes (s, u, c, ∼, c, e, s, ∼, s).
Next, we defined the input video frame sequence as X =

[x1, x2, ..., XT], where Xi represents a certain image frame in
the sequence. For such a video frame sequence X, there exists
a corresponding character sequence Y = [Y1, Y2, ..., YU],
where Yi represents a specific letter in the sequence. CTC
provides a solution to this problem by providing the output
distribution of all possible Y for a given input sequence X.
Based on this distribution, we can output themost likely result
or give the probability of a certain output.
For the loss calculation, given input sequence X, we hope

to maximize the posterior probability of Y. It should be differ-
entiable such that we can gradient-descent optimization can
be performed. The maximization of Y’s posterior probability
can be expressed in the following equation:

Y ∗ = argmaxp(Y | X ). (2)

After applying the CTC algorithm, the loss function for a
given video sequence X and its corresponding true label Y in
training set S can be expressed in the following equation:

Lctc = −
∑

(X ,Y )∈S

ln p(Y | X ). (3)

E. SOLUTION TO RESEARCH CHALLENGES OF
CONTINUOUS AIR WRITING RECOGNITION
Building upon the above-mentioned ideas, we believe that
our method can solve some of the general challenges in
continuous air writing recognition:
(a) To solve the issue of poor data readability, we used

the most intuitive and common input format of video data,
making it easy to collect, annotate, and clean data. This
allowed us to quickly and conveniently increase the dataset
size, avoiding the problem of poor data readability associated
with sensor data acquisition.
(b) To solve the problem of user habit differences, we ex-

panded the dataset to some extent to alleviate these issues. The
dataset included air-writing videos from over 100 individu-
als, each with their own writing habits. Sufficient samples
for similar strokes were provided by selecting an adequate
vocabulary, and data augmentation was used to expand the
sample size further.
(c) To solve the problem of spatial stacking, our approach

recognizes the entire movement process instead of only the
writing part. Unlike common methods that track fingertip
trajectories and perform image recognition, our method rec-
ognizes the movement itself, which changes over time and is
not stacked with previous movements.
(d) Compared to the results of the baseline model, our

transformer-based method can achieve better recognition re-
sults. Table 2 presents a comprehensive comparative analysis
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TABLE 2. Comparison of traditional method, baseline method, and
TR-AWR (our)

Items Traditional method Baseline method TR-AWR
method

intermediate
steps

Yes No No

Recognized
data

Coordinate/Key
Points...

Frame Sequence Frame
Sequence

Recognition
format

Single character Character Sequence Character
Sequence

Criteria for
judging

Single character ac-
curacy

CER CER

Deep learning
models

Lstm/RNN... Spatio-Temporal
Convolution

Transformer

Data Augmen-
tation

Yes/No No Yes

of the key factors in the traditional air writing recognition
methods, the baseline method [9], and TR-AWR (our).

IV. EXPERIMENT
A. DATASET
The dataset used in this study is the WiTA dataset [9], which
consists of five sub-datasets in two languages (Korean and
English). Only the English portion was used in this experi-
ment, which included 10620 video sequences from 122 par-
ticipants. The data were sourced from an RGB camera with a
frame rate of 29 fps, and all video frames were converted to
224x224 pixel images. The data were primarily divided into
two parts: English Lexical, which retrieved the top 6,000most
frequent words from the Google 1B dataset [47], accounting
for 86.3% of the dataset, and English Non-Lexical, account-
ing for 13.7% of the dataset. The dataset authors randomly
generated non-lexical words by sampling from 26 letters. The
lengths of the non-lexical words range from three to seven.
Figure 9 presents an example of the dataset, containing both
lexical and non-lexical categories.

FIGURE 9. Examples of the air-writing text.

B. PARAMETER SETTING
In order to ensure rigorous training and evaluation of themod-
els, the dataset was partitioned into three distinct groups: a
training dataset comprising 80% of the total data, a validation
dataset consisting of 10%, and a test dataset encompassing the
remaining 10%. To conduct our experiments, we employed
four NVIDIA RTX 2080ti GPUs with 11GB memory each,
maintaining the same training environment as specified in the
baseline model [9]. The comparison methods utilized in this
study strictly adhered to the optimal settings outlined in the
baseline paper [9]. In the case of our TR-AWR method, we
implemented a learning rate warm-up scheme, initializing the
learning rate at 1e-3. For the 6-layered Transformer models, a
batch size of 128was employed, whereas a batch size of 1 was
used for measuring D-fps. We incorporated early stopping as
a means of model selection, employing a stopping condition
during the training procedure. It is noteworthy that all models
achieved convergence within 175 training epochs.

C. COMPARISON METHODS
As stated in Section II-C, Korean researchers proposed an
unconstrained air-writing recognition method using Spatio-
Temporal Convolution, their solution is the comparison meth-
ods in this article. For the English Air writing recognition, we
have three comparison methods, details of the three methods
are as follows.
(a) Comparison Method 1: ST-rMC (2022) [9] means

mixed reverse 3D-2D convolutions, this model contains seven
main layers, the video sequence first enters the Stem Block,
then passes through two 2D Conv Blocks, after which it
passes through the ST-pooling layer, after which it bridges the
two 3D Conv Blocks, and finally passes through the Spatial
pooling layer.
(b) Comparison Method 2: ST-R3D (2022) [9] means

residual 3D convolutions, his model contains seven main
layers, the video sequence first enters the Stem Block, then
passes through two 3D Conv Blocks, after which it passes
through the identity layer, after which it bridges the two 3D
Conv Blocks, and finally passes through the Spatial pooling
layer.
(c) ComparisonMethod 3: ST-R(2+1)D (2022) [9] means

2D convolutions followed by 1D convolutions, this model
contains seven main layers, the video sequence first enters the
Stem Block, then passes through two (2+1)D Conv Blocks,
after which it passes through the identity layer, after which
it bridges the two (2+1)D Conv Blocks, and finally passes
through the Spatial pooling layer.

D. EVALUATION CRITERIA
As the input of this experiment was a sequence of video
frames and the output was a sequence of characters, we chose
the Character Error Rate (CER) as the accuracy measurement
instead of the accuracy of individual characters. The CERwas
calculated as follows:

CER = MCD(S,P)/length(P) (4)
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In the above equation, MCD (S, P) is the minimum char-
acter distance (Levenshtein measure [48]) between decoded
phrase S and ground-truth phrase P, and length (P) is the
number of characters in P. The Levenshtein distance was
calculated as shown as follows.

lev(a, b) =



|a| if |b| = 0,

|b| if |a| = 0,

lev(tail(a), tail(b)) if a[0] = b[0]

1 + min


lev(tail(a), b)
lev(a, tail(b)) otherwise
lev(tail(a), tail(b))

(5)
The Levenshtein measure, also known as the edit distance,

is a metric used to measure the difference or similarity be-
tween two sequences. It calculates the minimum number
of edit operations (insertions, deletions, and substitutions)
required to transform one sequence into another [49]. The
Levenshtein distance can be applied in various fields such
as natural language processing, spell checking, and speech
recognition [50]. It provides a universal method formeasuring
the similarity or difference between sequences, allowing for
comparing and matching different texts or sequences. In this
study, both the proposed method and the baseline models use
the Levenshtein measure to calculate the Character Error Rate
(CER). The CER value between the sequence and ground
truth is computed for each generated sequence. The overall
CER for each group is then calculated by taking the average
of all the sequence results. The CER results for the lexical and
N-lexical groups are weighted averages based on the number
of sequences, yielding the CER values for each method.

To ensure the real-time operation of decoders, we also
calculated the Average Decoding Frames per second (D-fps)
performance metric. The D-fps was calculated by averaging
the total number of frames decoded in one second. Thismetric
may vary depending on the device used; however, as long as
the output results are not too low, it can be ensured that the
model has a certain real-time performance. The D-fps was
calculated as shown as follows.

D− fps =
Decoding frames Number

Time(s)
(6)

E. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
According to Table 3, our method (TR-AWR) achieved CER
values of 28.65 and 37.51 in the lexical and N-Lexical groups,
respectively. The overall CER value was 29.86, which was
significantly lower than that of the ST-rMC model (CER:
95.79) and ST-R (2+1)D model (CER: 91.74) in the base-
line model. Compared to the best-performing method, ST-
R3D, in the baseline model, our comprehensive error rate
was reduced by approximately 3 percentage points. Addi-
tionally, our method achieved better experimental results in
both lexical and N-Lexical groups, particularly in the lexical
classification task.

Regarding real-time performance, we compared our
method with three baseline models using the same machine.
Although our D-fps data are lower than the three baseline
models, the result of 194.67 still ensures a reasonable recog-
nition speed. Overall, the proposed method outperformed the
baseline models in terms of accuracy andmaintained a certain
level of real-time capability.

TABLE 3. Results of the test dataset

Model CER(%) D-fps(fps)
Lexical N-Lexical Overall

TR-AWR (our) 28.65 37.51 29.86 194.67
ST-rMC [9] 95.64 96.77 95.79 460.24
ST-R3D [9] 31.30 39.48 32.41 282.36
ST-R(2+1)D [9] 91.43 93.68 91.74 267.95

Figure 10 shows three examples of correct recognition in
the results, the first image sequence is the letter "c" in the
sequence "child", the second image sequence is the letter "jet"
in the sequence "map", and the third image sequence is the
letter "m" in the sequence "map". The first image sequence
is the letter "c" in the sequence "child" and the second image
sequence is the letter "j" in the sequence "jet". The third image
sequence is the letter "m" in the sequence "map".

FIGURE 10. True case of air-writing recognition by three examples. The
pictures on the upper row are the sequence of images corresponding to a
particular letter in the action of drawing a word. The text on the middle
row shows the actual correct character and the character output by the
proposed method on the lower row, which is correct.

Figure 11 shows two examples of recognition errors. The
first video clip is for the letter "i" in the sequence "smiles", but
the result is "l", and the second video clip is for the letter "c"
in the sequence "economy", but the result is "e". The second
video clip is the letter "c" of the letter sequence "economy",
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but the result is the letter "e". The reason for this result
may be related to the difficulty in recognizing continuous air
writing that we analyzed in section I-C, where the two falsely
recognized letters are very similar, and the links between the
letters also interfere with the accuracy of the recognition.

FIGURE 11. False case of air-writing recognition by two examples. The
pictures on the upper row are the sequence of images corresponding to a
particular letter in the action of drawing a word. The text on the middle
row shows the actual correct character and the character output by the
proposed method on the lower row, which is false.

F. METHOD LIMITATIONS
The TR-AWR method proposed in this study represents a
further exploration of the WiTA task; therefore, it still has
several limitations:

(a) Recognition unit and accuracy: In this study, the
minimum recognition unit was a word, rather than a com-
plete sentence. If this method is to be applied in practical
environments, further adjustments must be made to ensure
coherence between words. In addition, the accuracy of the
current method still requires improvement.

(b) Real-time recognition: In this task, we did not extend
the method to real-time air writing; instead, we ensured a
certain level of real-time capability by calculating the de-
coding frames per second (D-fps). Transformer models, as
they typically require global attention computations over the
entire input sequence, may introduce latencywhen processing
longer input sequences. This may result in a delay in display-
ing recognition results within certain timewindows during the
user’s writing, thus reducing the user’s interactive experience.

(c) Computational complexity: The Transformer model
may requiremore computational resources andmemorywhen
processing longer input sequences [51]. Particularly in the
case of continuous writing processes, if the real-time execu-
tion of large-scale transformer models is necessary, it may
impose increased demands on computing devices. This can
pose limitations in embedded devices or resource-constrained
environments.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS
A. CONCLUSION
This study presents a novel end-to-end air-writing recog-
nition method based on the transformer model, that effec-
tively addresses the WiTA task, which entails continuous air-

writing recognition. By leveraging the transformer model,
we construct an end-to-end Air-Writing model that success-
fully transforms sequences of Air-Writing video frames into
corresponding character sequences. Our model employs an
attention mechanism within an encoder-decoder framework,
allowing it to automatically recognize handwritten charac-
ters by learning the mapping relationship between frame
sequences and characters. Evaluation of the model’s per-
formance is based on the character error rate (CER), while
ensuring specific real-time performance by calculating D-
fps. This study achieved a CER value of 29.86%, currently
standing as the best-reported data. Furthermore, the algorithm
demonstrates a D-fps result of 186.75 fps, guaranteeing its
real-time performance. Comparative experiments with sim-
ilar end-to-end methods confirm that our model achieves
superior CER results while maintaining a specific level of
real-time performance, thereby enhancing overall accuracy.
The contributions of this article lie in two significant con-
tributions. Firstly, we introduce the Transformer model to
the WiTA task, surpassing the performance of the baseline
method. Secondly, we pioneer the use of data augmentation
techniques specifically tailored for the WiTA task, along with
the proposal of criteria for effective data augmentation. Col-
lectively, our study provides valuable insights and guidance
for other researchers aiming to address the WiTA task.

B. FUTURE WORK
The Transformer model is a concise and efficient deep learn-
ing model, and the size of the dataset is an important factor
affecting its performance. In future work, the most important
aspect will be to establish a larger and more diverse dataset
in multiple dimensions. We focus on improving the model’s
performance in handling different writing styles, languages,
and environments to enhance its practicality [52]. For ex-
ample, we will collect more sample data for different age
groups, education levels, and professions and analyze and
pre-process the data to improve the model’s performance. In
addition, we will attempt to apply this model to other fields
such as numerals, graphics, and Chinese characters, thereby
expanding its application scope. With further development of
computer vision methods, more advanced computer vision
methods should also be applied to this problem to further
improve the model’s accuracy and real-time performance.
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